W
ith an ambitious title and scope, Water Productivity in Agriculture: Limits and Opportunities for Improvement is a survey of productivity principles and case studies, mostly associated with the International Water Management Institute (IWMI). Th e central theme running through the text is that improving the productivity of water requires input from many disciplines, and to that end, the book truly combines a crossdisciplinary approach to water productivity. It is surprisingly uniform in its level of analysis and writing style given the number of authors, and it provides a comprehensive review of nearly all aspects of water productivity at a level that should be accessible by all water professionals and interested students. Although probably too general for use as a textbook in a given course, it will provide a valuable source of reading assignments on specifi c topics. Th e print quality, presentation, and fi gures are uniform and excellent in clarity and consistency.
Th e fi rst three chapters present a refreshing and comprehensive attempt to reconcile the diff erent dimensions of water productivity. Th e authors of these chapters stress that increases in productivity require a scale-dependent defi nition. While the authors focus on the important point of measuring productivity, taking into account the reuse of water, it seems that this principle is equally valid on the fi eld or basin scale. A theme that runs through the book is the ability of institutions, customs, property rights, and prices to reconcile the incentives facing the individual water user with the basinwide requirements for effi cient use. A minor shortcoming is the lack of discussion on the ability of indigenous institutions to adapt to increasing water scarcity, population pressure, or climate change.
Another innovation in their approach is casting water in the economic framework of partial factor productivity and melding the science and economics of water use together for a meaningsion in Chapter 3 comparing a measure tha the "classical" effi ciency measure, namely, w diversions, which is characterized correctly a still very infl uential measure, and the "neo effi ciency measure advocated by Jensen (1967 Th e fi rst three method chapters provide an e if anything, are too balanced in their summa Unfortunately, the economic componen tivity does not really address the demand-si ing water price or scarcity value on the qua most places, the book reverts to a supply-sid productivity. However, the authors must b integrating diff erent scientifi c and economic case studies, however, the standard measure per unit water is sometimes used to measur occasionally, authors refer to water needs in minimal self-suffi ciency.
A useful innovation was the editor's d rainfed agriculture, along with irrigated agri dependent production activity. Th is is clearly the importance of a total water productivity water, not land, is the restricting input in world. Th e section on institutions provides case studies on water pricing but seems som treatment of conjunctive surface and groun importance, seems likely to increase.
I found Chapter 10, on world water Chapter 18, on upscaling water productivity ing, to be useful overviews; they probably sh the fi rst three general methods chapters to tent overview chapters before the detailed c Chapters 10 and 18 show the increasing ab 
